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February 2021 Analyst Call — Full Report Link
As part of Delphi’s initiative to bring our members updated features, we are hosting monthly
analyst calls covering everything crypto and DeFi. We have updated our format, using Demio, to
allow Institutional members to join live and ask questions via chat. For any members who can’t
make it, we record the calls and share the full videos along with clipped segments for anyone
interested in a specific topic. Below are the topics covered on February’s first call.
*Analyst Calls available to Institutional & Institutional+ Members. Videos found in Member Portal.
Topics Covered:
Market Overview with Kevin Kelly
Bitcoin Outlook + CRV Update with Paul Burlage
SUSHI & UNI Comparison with Ashwath Balakrishnan
NBA TopShots Highlight with Alex Gedevani
Mirror & Terra Analysis with Medio Demarco
State of Algo Stablecoins and Our Upcoming ESD Proposal with Yan Liberman
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Bitcoin Monthly Outlook (Jan.) — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
The rate at which BTC moved past its previous all-time highs took many analysts by surprise.
This led to overextension in many cycle indicators like the Spent Output Profit Ratio (SOPR).
The SOPR reflects the percent of addresses holding BTC at a profit. While not
necessarily a signal for a BTC cycle top, a SOPR higher than 1 leads to sell-pressure as the
majority of investors are in-the-money and wish to lock-in a profit. On Jan 12th, we saw a
sell-off driven by 6-month and 2-year holders, bringing the SOPR back down to a
moderate level of 1.1.

The most notable trend of this cycle is the supply shortage of BTC on exchanges. This is one
of many indicators that separate this cycle from previous ones. In 2017, we witnessed a vast
amount of BTC inflows coinciding with BTC’s price rally. This time we see a significant
portion of recent BTC moved to illiquid venues, which suggest high levels of longterm inclined buyers.
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Price weakness in the early months of a new year is familiar territory for bitcoin,
which historically has struggled in January and March relative to the rest of the year. Bitcoin
has followed in 2020’s footsteps thus far this year, but we’d point to BTC’s poor performance
in February and March following its +30% gain last January. Zooming out, BTC has averaged
a ~14% loss in Q1 since 2014. Spring struggles tend to set up a strong Q2, however, as we
saw in nearly every quarter aside from 2018; even with its inclusion, bitcoin has averaged a
~63% gain in Q2 dating back to 2014.

There’s speculation around the drivers for bitcoin’s seasonality but with tax season on the
horizon, it isn’t a stretch to think we’ll see additional selling pressure in the coming
weeks, especially with BTC coming off its best year since 2017. Those who realized significant
gains trading various crypto assets last year will likely have to sell at least a portion of their
holdings to cover expected tax liabilities. Having said that, bitcoin is likely to outperform
the broader crypto market in the event of another correction, in part because BTC
benefits from growing institutional interest more so than any other crypto asset at
the moment.
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ETH 2.0 and Ethereum Ecosystem Analysis — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
There’s a sharp contrast in how ETH was used last cycle vs. today. In ’17, a lot of ETH demand
came from ICOs. Today, the percentage of ETH supply in smart contracts is rapidly
approaching 20%. ETH becoming a productive capital asset with yield is another
reason why this rally is more sustainable than in 2017. DeFi and staking are key
drivers.

EIP-1559. This proposal has been the talk of the town lately and for good reason. To put it
shortly, this proposal aims to make Ethereum’s gas fees bearable. It would achieve this
by burning a base fee on every transaction. The base fee will be part of the block header
used to calculate the minimum price to be in the next block. Naturally, miners are against it as
it’ll be reducing their revenue. This is important to holders as EIP-1559 has the power to
turn ETH from an inflationary asset to a deflationary one.
With much attention in the crypto space, regulation is bound to come and it won’t just hit
bitcoin but stablecoins as well. That being said, the Ethereum community is finding interesting
ways to create completely decentralized USD pegged tokens in order to facilitate transfer of
liquidity between different projects and protocols.
Tether still dominates transaction volumes with an 85% market share. Binance has
made a large push in creating yield bearing opportunities for BUSD and USDC is rapidly
gaining momentum with its market cap growing by 10x over the last 12 months.
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Decentralized exchanges (DEXs) are experiencing explosive growth due to their new incentive
mechanisms. DEX volume hit $50.4 billion during the month of January. 80% of the
volume came from 3 major exchanges: Uniswap (46%), Sushiswap (22%) and Curve (12%).
All major exchanges are rushing into layer-2 solutions due to paralyzing gas fees.
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Mirror vs Synthetix? How About Terra — Full Report Link
Since the start of February, Terra’s native token (LUNA) has seen notable growth with more than a
4x gain in price. This can be partially attributed to the need for an alternative to Ethereum’s
network congestion. Terra is not a new project, it has been in the works for some time and has
seen promising development. Terra is an application-specific chain built using Cosmos SDK and
relies on Tendermint for PoS consensus, similar to THORChain. This enables Terra to be
optimized for its specific use case, facilitating cheap transactions with high-throughput, while also
having good functionality in terms of interoperability.
Key Takeaways
Terra has multiple fiat-pegged, algorithmic stablecoins incorporated natively into
the network’s economic design. LUNA is used to both stake the network and
collateralize the algorithmic stablecoins. This is similar to what we have seen in Frax
Finance and how they use FXS to collateralize the price of FRAX. Terra also uses elastic supply
and stability mechanisms to peg their TerraUSD(UST) to the US dollar.
Terra has created multiple fiat-pegged stablecoins and bundles them up to create a
basket which they refer to as TerraSDR (SDT). It’s modeled after the IMF’s SDR and is
valued in a similar way.When starting out, most base layers use inflation to incentivize people
to run their networks in the early days. The plan being that their reliance on inflation can
gradually decrease over time as adoption and utility reach a point where transaction fees can
generate most, if not all, of the mining/staking rewards. Terra takes a different approach.
Terra utilizes the inflation of its staking token (LUNA) to collateralize a set of
algorithmic stablecoins, which in turn increase the utility of Terra’s network. This
could be a much more effective strategy for utilizing inflation rewards and bootstrapping
utility.
Mirror Finance is a project built on top of the Terra network and it’s easily compared
with Ethereum’s Synthetix. They both facilitate the creation and trading of synthetic
assets.
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In order to mint an asset on Mirror, a user may either lock up Terra stablecoins or other
mAssets as collateral. There is a minimum collateralization ratio of 150% and falling below this
threshold will trigger a liquidation to keep Mirror solvent. If a trader mints and sells a mAsset
they are effectively taking a short position on that asset.

Scaling mAsset supply could be problematic since growth is dependent on users
going short on assets. However, if there is strong demand for mAssets within the crypto
markets, to a point where they trade at a premium relative to the underlying asset’s actual
market price, sophisticated investors may be tempted to step in, mint and trade them back to
parity.
Trading Mirror’s mAssets take place on a Uniswap-inspired AMM deployed on the
Terra blockchain called Terraswap. Trading fees on Terraswap are 0.30%, again similar to
Uniswap, which are paid to liquidity providers. The lack of a trading fee captured by
Mirror means it does not directly accrue value from derivatives trade volume the
same way that Synthetix can, depending on where the synth is traded.
Terra currently has a bridge to Ethereum active called Shuttle, which Mirror is
utilizing to move its mAssets back and forth between chains. While detailed
information is scarce on it, when we asked Terra’s team they confirmed Shuttle was a fully
centralized solution that would only be used over the near-term.
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UNI vs. SUSHI — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
Historically, Sushiswap’s rolling price-to-sales (P/S) ratio has been higher than
Uniswap’s, but that recently changed as the valuation of UNI has surged higher. We
define “sales'' as the annualized total cash flows generated by the protocol including fee
revenue paid to liquidity providers and the protocol. We define earnings as the annualized
part of cash flow which solely goes to the protocol. Price is defined as the circulating market
capitalization.

Compared to UNI, SUSHI is trading at a lower valuation and holders will experience
less dilution moving forward. SUSHI stakers have earned over $11 million of rewards
in just shy of 4 months. If we annualize this figure, that’s close to $28 million in pure
earnings, and the growth rate of daily earnings continues to rise each week.
Sushiswap uses its earnings to buy SUSHI and distribute it to stakers. This elevates
fundamental buying pressure for SUSHI, benefiting price and thus the dollar return
on staking. This reflexivity could drive SUSHI’s price higher as earnings grow. In addition, the
need to stake SUSHI to gain these rewards reduces its circulating float. While Uniswap’s
potential earnings are far higher based on current volumes, SUSHI already has a live protocol
fee benefiting its stakers.
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Frax Finance — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
The protocol consists of two native tokens, FRAX and FXS. FRAX is the stable price token
with an elastic supply that algorithmically adjusts based on market demand. FXS is
a volatile government token that accrues the value generated by the protocol and
partially collateralized FRAX, the stablecoin.
In order to create stability while getting the project off the ground, Frax Finance launched
FRAX using 100% collateralization by USDC. Today, USDC makes up around 80% of
collateralization while the remaining 20% is FXS.
The stablecoin’s mechanism is algorithmic, meaning its supply will expand and
contract when certain conditions are met. If FRAX is greater than $1, traders can mint an
asset for $1 and then immediately sell it on the open market for slightly higher price. This
creates a risk-free arbitrage. If the price falls below $1, arbitrageurs will buy at spot price and
redeem FRAX for $1 of collateral value from the protocol. Redemptions contract FRAX supply,
decrease USDC held as collateral and increase the FXS supply. Then FXS could be burned to
further incentivize liquidity providers.

Another mechanism that FRAX placed was the adjustment in collateralization. Every
hour that FRAX is at or above its peg, the collateralization ratio decreases by 0.25%. Inversely,
every hour that FRAX is below its peg, the collateralization ratio increases by 0.25%. This
gradual easing into less collateralization during expansions, and more collateralization during
contractions is a nice attribute to the economic design.
In this analysis we share with you our in-house yield farming strategy. Our strategy
revolves around mitigating the most risk possible while benefiting from FXS’s
capital appreciation. We also offer our Institutional+ members a model for
calculating boosted staking yields.
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Each liquidity pool varies in risk and the FRAX/USDC pair is the safest, hence the most
provided. Because the FRAX / USDC pool is composed of two price stable assets,
there’s no impermanent loss that would eat away at LP returns.

Apart from the base yield, there are two boosts that can be applied. The first is the
Collateral Ratio Multiplier (CRM). The CRM is dictated by the protocol’s collateral ratio in
that if it decreases, the rate of emission for FXS rewards rises in response. This increases the
quantity of FXS tokens entering circulation and the added supply can be used to support
additional FRAX minting if demand for it is high. The second boost is determined by the
staker. This is the Time Lock Multiplier (TLM), which allows stakers to lock up their
LP tokens for a predetermined amount of time. This is a similar mechanism used in
Curve’s protocol.
Most of the long-term locking is being done from the FRAX / FXS pool. This can be
expected since those stakers are already more “risk-on” than the rest given their comfort with
FXS exposure, despite its potential for volatility. Long-term locking the FRAX / FXS pool is
the highest risk, highest potential return play.
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NFTs: A Multifaceted Ecosystem — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
At the start of 2020, there were just over 12,000 NFT buyers and sellers; that number
grew to 20,000 by year-end led by a substantial increase in activity in 2H 2020. Almost
$100M changed hands across NFT markets not including record-setting Crypto Art sales like
the Beeple drop.

Crypto Art was arguably the breakout NFT sector of last year and continues to grow,
topping over $20M in transaction volume in 2020. One might present the argument that
not all of these transactions are entirely legitimate. There could, in theory, be collusion
between large whales and even platform operators to boost sale prices and improve the
optics of the space. In time, as price history is developed on the ultra-rare pieces, we will be
able to use on-chain analysis to track patterns of activity across top collectors and generate
insights into this theory.
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With interoperability being developed in the crypto space we will begin to see virtual worlds
crossover. These worlds are essentially platforms on top of which other experiences can be
built. Amongst the four leading virtual worlds, they are mainly distinguished by
community and aesthetics rather than stand out feature sets.
In 2020, almost 700,000 crypto game assets were sold across leading games such as
MyCryptoHeroes, League of Kingdoms, and Gods Unchained for a total of $15M.
Within crypto games, there are new mechanisms for bootstrapping adoption, promoting
loyalty via meaningful ownership, and inviting participation from the player base in
governance decisions.
DeFi and NFTs stand to become increasingly mutually beneficial over time. On the
one hand, DeFi can provide a dramatic expansion of utility, functionality, and access to more
complex financial infrastructure for the NFT ecosystem. On the other hand, NFTs provide DeFi
with a growing universe of measurable collateral, which may ultimately prove to be the
primary mechanism through which real-world assets enter the world of DeFi.
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Curve: Crypto’s Forex Leader — Full Report Link
Key Takeaways
Curve has reached ~$3B in deposits placing it only second to Uniswap in exchange
protocol TVL.
Curve has locked around 93% of its minted supply since September 19th. CRV LP rewards
entirely make up future minted supply. CRV locks are almost at par with mints, nullifying
significant potential sell-pressure. More locked CRV results in lower APY. With higher yield
opportunities elsewhere, pure veCRV yield is unlikely to drive significant CRV demand, yet CRV
locks are almost at par with mints.

Curve has one of the longest average lock-up times of 3.6 years. Users are incentivized to
lock-up their CRV, receiving a proportional amount of veCRV (voting-escrow Curve) boosted up
to 2.5x LP CRV rewards, and 50% of all trading fees (~10.5% APY).
Curve rewards the strong and punishes the weak hands. If a LP wants to leave, their
locked CRV becomes materially less valuable (long unlocking period). As a result, this is a
clever way to increase the stickiness of liquidity on Curve and continue to incentivize LPs to
top-up one’s veCRV balance.
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Annualizing fees since September 13th, we come to about ~11M fees attributed to veCRV
holders. Volume annualizes to a little over 54B. If Curve continues to capture stablecoin
exchange market share, increasing their fees to bolster sales becomes more of a possibility.
Curve could potentially implement a variable fee that is based on competitor pricing per pool.
Predicated on having deeper pools and the nature of their curve reducing slippage costs,
Curve may have the capacity to increase fees while remaining the best-priced
venue.
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Delphi Daily Summary Page
Note: The full text of each of these Delphi Daily posts can be found at the end of the document.
Nexus - A Sleeping DeFi Blue Chip: We’ve been vocal about Nexus being a leader in the DeFi
insurance spac. Due to ETH’s recent rise, the dollar value of Nexus’ capital pool is hovering around
all-time highs and it seems that no one is paying attention. In this daily we take it back to
fundamentals as we analyze Nexus Mutual’s intrinsic value.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/nexus-a-sleeping-defi-blue-chip/?output=pdf
Uniswap vs Sushiswap: A Tale of Two DEXes: Uniswap is the top DEX by various metrics but it
faces stiff competition from Sushiswap. As both seek to become high-performing DEXes through
different paths, investors must understand the cultural and technical differences between the two.
This daily will bring you the bull and bear case for both projects to determine which one will come
on top.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/uniswap-vs-sushiswap-a-tale-of-two-dexes/?
output=pdf
The DeFi - NFT Symbiosis: The 2020 DeFi summer drove gas fees to intolerable levels for many
NFT activities. Whilst it seemed like a curse, it may have been a blessing. Some may argue that
residual liquidity from a frothy market is what afforded NFTs their moment in the sun.
Developers and users are beginning to test the capabilities of NFTs representing financial
products in innovative ways. DeFi can provide a dramatic expansion on utility, functionality and
access to more complex financial infrastructure through fractionalization for the NFT ecosystem.
NFTs provide DeFi with an expansion of the universe of collateral, and may ultimately prove to be
the pricamt mechanism through which real-world assets can enter this new land.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/the-defi-nft-symbiosis/?output=pdf
The Launch of Armor Protocol: Armor makes insurance purchases hassle-free and easy to
understand. Armor is releasing four products all focused on giving its users the protection they
need without sacrificing capital efficiency. It’s a direct complement to Nexus Mutual and that is
also incentivizing early adopters.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/the-launch-of-armor-protocol/?output=pdf
Dapper Does It Again: Dapper Labs has now built the two largest collectables experiences to
date. After their successful launch NBA Top Shot hit a record $7 million daily volume in just 24
hours. It consisted of 7K buyers and around 50K transactions. Just 3 short years ago it was
CryptoKitties that stole the limelight and began to draw attention from beyond crypto. After
launching another successful project it’s going to be vital for them to build long-term engagement.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/dapper-does-it-again/?output=pdf
Sell-Off By the Numbers: This daily covers the most recent sell-off event since March 12th of
last year. Historically, similar sell-offs have proven to be attractive entry points. Bitcoin tends to
recover around 28% within 14 days following a one-day decline of 15% or more since 2013. We
go over how this healthy pullback served as a reset for higher-highs.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/sell-off-by-the-numbers/?output=pdf
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Other Relevant Posts & Reports
Below is a list of other relevant notes and reports our team published recently. For access to Delphi
Digital’s entire report database, sign up today or reach out directly if you’re interested in our premium
Institutional offering.
Into the Void: The Metaverse: a persistent, live digital universe that affords individuals a sense of
agency, social presence, and shared spatial awareness, along with the ability to participate in an
extensive virtual economy with profound societal impact. This piece aims to set out an overview of
why crypto is integral to the emergence of an Open Metaverse.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/into-the-void/?output=pdf
Building in DeFi Doesn’t Have To Suck: Andre Cronje, the creator of Yearn Finance wrote an
article called “Building in defi sucks (part 2)” in which he expresses his frustrations in dealing with
the crypto community. We talked to a few developers of the leading DeFi projects to get their
take, and this piece explains the consensus.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/building-in-defi-doesnt-have-to-suck/?output=pdf
Bitcoin’s Seasonal Struggles: The early months of a new year are typically the most challenging
for bitcoin, especially in years following massive Q4 gains. This daily is centered around bitcoin’s
seasonality. For more in-depth detail and context, be sure to check out our latest Bitcoin Outlook.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/bitcoins-seasonal-struggles/?output=pdf
Embracing Bitcoin’s Volatility: Bitcoin is capturing the mind share of younger generations, and
their appetite for risk will continue to drive speculation. We believe bitcoin will continue to attract
investors and speculators from all walks of life.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/embracing-bitcoins-volatility/
Teller Aims To Decollateralize DeFi: While prominent blue chips dominate secured lending,
unsecured lending is still perhaps the least penetrated vertical in all of DeFi. Teller is looking to
change that by bringing existing credit scores on-chain.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/teller-aims-to-decollateralize-defi/
DEX Aggregator Wars: The Positive Slippage Experience: As 2020 came to an end, which
aptly coincided with the launch of the 1inch token (DEX aggregator), talks surrounding
aggregation theory and its relationship to defi protocols resurfaced. 1inch, in particular, will
become a strong-case study in 2021 for the optimal strategy and type of protocol that finds
success.
https://www.delphidigital.io/reports/dex-aggregator-wars-the-positive-slippageexperience/
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Due to ETH’s recent rise, the $ value of Nexus’ capital pool is hovering around all
time highs and the market price of wNXM is trading at only an ~11% premium to
its book value. Is Nexus ready to awaken?

Nexus – A Sleeping DeFi Blue Chip
Medio Demarco · Monday, January 18th, 2021

Disclosure: Delphi Ventures and members of our team hold NXM positions. This is
statement is intended to disclose any perceived conflict of interest and should not be
misconstrued as a recommendation to purchase NXM. This is not investment advice.
As ETH ripped higher in recent weeks, NXM followed suit. Over the past 30 days the
price of ETH increased +88% while NXM and wNXM rose +90% and +84%,
respectively. The reason for this lock-step appreciation across assets is due to Nexus’
capital pool, which is almost entirely comprised of ETH. As the value of ETH held in,
and controlled by, the protocol increased so did the token which has claim on it.
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This was expected. In our Institutional Nexus report from July, we outlined our
investment thesis and stated that we viewed NXM as a form of “levered” pass-through
exposure to ETH. If changes in the price of ETH represent beta exposure for DeFi,
then NXM price performance in excess of that would be alpha. If we look at the chart
below, the recent gains for Nexus can be entirely attributed to its beta component, as
the dollar price soared while the bonding curve price, denominated in ETH, stayed
flat.

Now, the NXM bonding curve $ price shown above can be somewhat misleading; it’s a
price at which you can buy NXM from the bonding curve but not one in which you can
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currently sell as the MCR % is at its floor of 100% (see here for an explainer). For true
price discovery, it’s better to analyze the price of wNXM, which trades on the open
market rather than being priced on a bonding curve. Ideally, when bonding curve
redemptions aren’t frozen, both NXM and wNXM should trade at parity with one
another or else an arbitrage opportunity exists. However, since bonding curve
redemptions are currently frozen, these prices have decoupled in recent months. In
addition to the bonding curve and market prices of NXM, there’s also a third way to
value the token – it’s book value. This can be calculated by dividing the value in the
capital pool by NXM’s total supply, currently ~$200m and 6.7m, respectively.

An interesting occurrence has happened over the past couple of weeks as the price of
ETH rose while bonding curve redemptions stayed frozen. Namely, the book value of
NXM has actually converged with the market price. To illustrate just how unusual this
is, we’ve charted the market price’s premium and discount to book value over time
below. A token that had once traded at 5 to 6 times its book value is now trading at an
~11% premium. In fact, for a few days recently, the price of wNXM actually traded at
a discount to its book value before savy investors bought spot.
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This is remarkable for a few reasons. To start, with a fully diluted market cap of
$225m, adjusted using the wNXM price, Nexus is trading at a level that is almost
entirely “collateralized” by the $200m of value in the capital pool. That’s better than
most new stablecoin projects lately. *However, we should clarify that, with ~$117m of
active cover currently underwritten, the $200m in the capital pool is not sitting idle
but rather is being used to fund ongoing operations. This capital-at-risk could be
netted out when analyzing book value but cover payouts are typically rare and would
likely be a fraction of that amount. If Nexus were to entirely cease operations, NXM
holders would have claim on the $200m in the capital pool net any residual cover
payouts.*
The market is effectively pricing Nexus’ value in excess of the capital pool at
almost nothing despite consistent demand for its product, minimal
competition in its sector, an increasing percent of total supply staked, a
warchest that’s bigger than ever before due to ETH’s recent appreciation and
rising DeFi TVLs which should be a leading indicator for cover demand. In
addition, for those familiar with the bonding curve math, the MCR is now frozen and
won’t start growing again until there is 779,639 ETH of active cover. Since MCR
growth is a detractor for the bonding curve price, and with only 94,987 ETH of active
cover currently, this is a favorable situation.
For added context, below I’ve ranked the top DeFi tokens by their fully diluted market
cap using data from CoinGecko and adjusting for the wNXM price. As you can see,
Nexus just cracks the top 50 DeFi tokens, despite almost the entire market cap truly
being “cash”* on the balance sheet. How many projects valued higher can say the
same?
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Uniswap is the top DEX by various metrics but it faces stiff competition from
Sushiswap. As both seek to become high-performing DEXes through different paths,
investors must understand the cultural and technical differences between the two.

Uniswap vs Sushiswap: A Tale of Two DEXes
Ashwath Balakrishnan · Tuesday, January 12th, 2021

Disclosure: Delphi Ventures owns UNI; the author owns UNI and SUSHI.
As the most used DeFi product in existence today, Uniswap needs no formal
introduction to crypto natives. Even crypto traders with minimal knowledge of DeFi
who have never used protocols like Aave, Maker, or Synthetix have probably used
Uniswap at least once.
But if you’ve been keeping up with DeFi over the past couple of months, you know
Uniswap’s moat is not intact as it stands today. Sushiswap, which started as a fork of
Uniswap v2, has been catching up to Uniswap in terms of liquidity and volume across
a range of pairs. I won’t get into the full history of Sushiswap, but it has quickly
evolved from an ignorable yield farm to a protocol with legitimate fundamentals.
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Sushiswap sought to take on Uniswap by forking it and minting a native governance
token to hand over control to the DeFi community. Its liquidity mining program
distributed the SUSHI token to LPs, enhancing the yield of being an LP on the AMM
and effectively incentivizing mercenary liquidity providers to migrate from Uniswap to
Sushiswap. Uniswap was backed into a corner and forced to – perhaps prematurely –
issue its governance token with a liquidity mining program.
After a forgettable start, Sushiswap’s development under the leadership of the
pseudonymous “0xMaki” has been nothing short of phenomenal. The protocol
announced its 2021 roadmap, which includes but is not limited to:
Margin trading (Bentobox)
A stack of features for new projects raising capital
Cross-chain integrations utilizing Moonbeam (a smart contract Parachain on
Polkadot) and THORChain
A new AMM design that leverages Deriswap by yEarn inventor Andre Cronje

Cultural Differences
Uniswap is not your typical Silicon Valley VC funded project. The first iteration of
Uniswap was built using a $100,000 grant from the Ethereum Foundation in August
2018. Since then, Uniswap has raised approximately $12 million from VC funds like
Paradigm, a16z, ParaFi Capital, and Union Square Ventures to fund future
development.
After allocations to the team, investors, and advisors; 65% of UNI’s supply was
allocated to the community via liquidity mining and a governance controlled treasury.
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Source: Uniswap
Sushiswap didn’t pioneer AMM models or spend the time actually building the first
iteration of the DEX. It’s a simple fork of Uniswap v2. The goal of Sushiswap was to
have Uniswap’s capabilities while putting governance in the hands of the DeFi
community.
Over 80% of all SUSHI tokens were distributed to the public via various incentive
programs. The protocol’s current development is funded through inflation. 9% of all
SUSHI emitted from the system is awarded to the treasury. However, even though a
large portion of both UNI and SUSHI were given to the community, Sushiswap still
retains the “community-owned” narrative for several reasons.
I don’t think anybody doubts Uniswap v3 is going to be amazing. Uniswap v1 was a
major innovation that changed how trading and market-making worked; v2 introduced
technical and UX improvements that turned Uniswap into the beast it is today. But the
fact of the matter is that nobody, barring a handful of insiders, knows what v3 will
entail.
Broadly, there are many features Uniswap could add to make the DEX more robust,
but apart from a few cryptic tweets from founder Hayden Adams, there isn’t much
substance to what v3 will look like.
Compare that to Sushiswap, which still has a core team but manages to be far more
transparent in informing the public of product additions and the protocol’s vision. To
top things off, Sushiswap governance is effective, allowing the community to have a
say in any major decisions. Uniswap, on the other hand, set minimum governance
thresholds far higher than they should’ve, rendering governance itself quite
ineffective in the first few months.
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This is perhaps intentional, as the Uniswap team sought to refine the product without
governance interfering. At the same time, Uniswap had no choice but to launch UNI in
Sep 2020 to counter the vampire attack from Sushiswap, forcing them to introduce
some initial hurdles so governance wouldn’t actually kick in until v3 was ready.
Further, Sushiswap has been focused on integrations while the Uniswap team is hard
at work building out the specs for v3. The yEarn ecosystem – comprising yEarn,
Cream, Pickle, Cover, and Alpha (apart from Sushiswap) – will natively integrate
Sushiswap, tapping into its liquidity for all the ecosystem’s needs. Through these
integrations, Sushiswap is cementing a fork-resistant moat and improving organic
trading volume. Uniswap’s first-mover advantage provides it with much needed
integrations, but if Sushiswap is actively trying to incentivize integrations and
Uniswap doesn’t counter, one could make the argument that Sushiswap will dominate
in this aspect.
Onsen is a program by Sushiswap to incentivize liquidity for longer tail assets. While
Uniswap has been the go-to DEX for new projects to bootstrap liquidity on, Sushiswap
is attempting to eat into this market by incentivizing teams to bootstrap on Sushiswap
instead.
The two AMMs are also likely to take different approaches to scalability. Uniswap has
committed to Optimistic Rollups developed by Optimism PBC while Sushiswap and the
rest of the yEarn ecosystem seem likely to jump on ZK Rollups.
Note: We recently released an all-encompassing report on Layer 2 Rollups for Insights
tier subscribers
Overall, the core vision and functionality of the two AMMs may be eerily similar, but
the method by which they aim to get there is different.
Competing on Merit
Uniswap’s advantage at this point is surprising the market with more features than
speculators believed would be integrated. Uniswap’s team is brilliant and has access
to a vast array of resources, thanks to its network of investors.
Sushiswap has the community narrative going for it. Coupled with a transparent
product release and governance process, this gives people a better understanding of
how the protocol is shaping up and what potential challenges lie ahead.
Sushiswap is becoming a real competitor for DEXes, slowly increasing its market
share in terms of volume and liquidity. In the past few weeks, Sushiswap has been the
only other general-purpose DEX that can hold a candle to Uniswap’s volume.
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Liquidity wise Sushiswap lags Uniswap and Curve but is still well above a billion
dollars despite recent market turmoil. One thing is becoming abundantly clear:
Sushiswap is not a project to sleep on.
Takeaways for Investors
The investment thesis for both UNI and SUSHI is rooted in cash flow generation. For
UNI, the community will gain the ability to flip a switch and divert 1/6th (0.05%) of all
fees to the Uniswap treasury (governed by the UNI token) in March 2021.
But the two differ in how this cash flow is utilized. Sushiswap uses the fee to buy
SUSHI and directly awards it to stakers. Uniswap’s fees accrue to its treasury, which
UNI token holders cumulatively control. Sushiswap has had this 0.05% fee live since
the DEX’s inception in September 2020. What if Uniswap turned on the 0.05% fee
alongside SUSHI?
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As the chart above shows, Uniswap’s higher volumes translate to a lot more cash flow
– for both LPs and the UNI token holders. In particular, UNI has a lot of potential
going forward due to the magnitude of prospective cash flow. Further, the market
can’t price in the impact of Uniswap v3 if it has no idea what new features it brings.
However, SUSHI gives token holders direct income from the fees rather than accruing
to a community-owned treasury. This makes backing the fee revenue into SUSHI’s
value accrual straightforward. But investors with a longer-term outlook may prefer
Uniswap’s approach to accumulate capital in the treasury during the protocol’s early
years.
Long story short: it’s far too early to declare a winner, but the upside from owning
either or both tokens is massive as DEXes start to eat into CEX volumes. Personally, I
think it’s prudent for me to own both UNI and SUSHI, given the potential in both (not
investment advice).
But different things speak to different people. Early Ethereum community members
who watched Uniswap rise from an obscure idea to a DEX that does almost as much
volume as Coinbase will probably continue to believe in the Uniswap team’s – and
community’s – ingenuity. However, newer DeFi users who watched Sushiswap
crumble and rise from the ashes into a Uniswap competitor may favor SUSHI instead.
How the next few years play out remains to be seen, but Sushiswap’s rise with the
help of an embracing community has been an interesting practical experiment to
watch.
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On the one hand, DeFi can provide a dramatic expansion of utility, functionality,
and access to more complex financial infrastructure through fractionalization for
the NFT ecosystem. And on the other, NFTs provide DeFi with an expansion of the
universe of collateral, and may ultimately prove to be the primary mechanism
through which real-world assets can enter this new land.

The DeFi – NFT Symbiosis
Piers Kicks · Wednesday, January 6th, 2021

In 2020, the worlds of decentralized finance and NFTs collided dramatically as the
DeFi Summer drove gas fees on Ethereum to intolerable levels for many NFT
activities. Whilst many participants in the NFT space initially saw this detriment as a
curse, it can certainly be argued that residual liquidity from such a frothy
market is what allowed the NFT sector to have its moment in the sun as
money began to spill across sectors. As the DeFi boom subsided towards the end
of summer, the NFT space began to see its highest volumes since late 2017 before
ending the year with a bang fueled by historic crypto art sales..
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What became clear last year is that there is an exciting natural synergy between the
two. On the one hand, DeFi can provide a dramatic expansion of utility,
functionality, and access to more complex financial infrastructure through
fractionalization for the NFT ecosystem. And on the other, NFTs provide DeFi
with an expansion of the universe of collateral, and may ultimately prove to be
the primary mechanism through which real-world assets can enter this new land.
Whilst description of real world assets via NFTs along with the corresponding legal
enforcement mechanisms remain relatively undeveloped, there are projects such as
Tinlake looking to tackle exactly that with a few live early instances. Large scale
successful implementations will open up huge untapped potential and undoubtedly
serve as additional DeFi propellant.

Aside from that exciting prospect, NFTs can also be used to represent financial
products in an intuitive way. We have already seen this with yInsure, but it’s my
view that this will extend well beyond insurance into options, bonds, and other more
complex financial products. One of the major frictions for integrating NFTs with
traditional lending protocols is the lack of reliable pricing data. Whereas in DeFi
oracles can be used, no such thing exists for NFTs. At an extreme push you might be
able to assume that the NFT is worth at least as much as its last sale price, but that’s
not a very robust assumption. As a result, most NFT-collateralized loan activity
happens in a P2P fashion. With the rise of individual NFT fractionalization as well as
indexing through projects like NFTX (see yesterday’s launch), this is changing.
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Source: ShardMarketCap
As we see NFT make their way into DeFi, concepts native to the latter are beginning
to seep back into the NFT space too. From marketplace governance tokens like $RARI,
to “NFT mining” in projects like Meme, to the emergence of “voting NFTs” that are
actually imbued with voting power within a heavily redesigned Compound/Uniswap
DAO. Already there exist multiple projects where mechanics from both sides are
intimately intertwined. I covered Aavegotchi’s interesting approach in a previous
Delphi Daily last summer, but a number of other projects are beginning to explore
other angles.
An interesting example which predates Aavegotchi that I am yet to touch upon is
Charged Particles. Essentially, the protocol aims to let you bind interest-bearing
assets such as aDAI with any NFT. Over time, as that NFT earns yield, its “charge”
increases. That charge can be left to compound, programmed so that a portion of it
heads elsewhere (e.g. a friend or the original creator), or “discharged” by a future
owner who can withdraw any accrued interest. Conceptually this is a really interesting
idea, and we can begin to speculate upon how this might be used. Their
documentation alludes to a hypothetical gaming use case in which we can imagine
that an NFT represents a sword, whose power is dependent on the amount of “charge”
it has. This could ultimately add an interesting dimension to in-game staking, whereby
there is a strong time component to the items you risk losing in a duel. Not only might
the original sword NFT be costly to acquire, but so is the time that was sunk into
letting it reach a certain level of charge. Interestingly, these elements could actually
be used to combat “pay to win” environments. By having to charge (even cheap) items
over time, early adopters could actually wield greater power than latecomers no
matter how deep their pockets. As mentioned, this can be applied to any NFT so I’m
excited to see how something like this is experimented with across other major
categories such as art, virtual real estate, and collectibles.
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As we head into 2021, I am confident we are going to see significantly more
experimentation at the intersection of these two sectors throughout the year. In
particular, the concept of NFT farming feels relatively unexplored. It has clearly
shown merit in the Meme instance, but strikes me as an elegant way for projects to
bridge activity across both fungible and non-fungible tokens. Needless to say, the
relative sizes of both sectors are far from alignment and NFTs are definitely fighting
the uphill battle in terms of both users and size. That being said, NFTs potentially
have a broader retail appeal that could draw new entrants into the space
through actual products and experiences faster than DeFi. Content is much
more intuitively understood by most whether it’s a video game, art, music, or writing.
Crypto Art has already demonstrated just how infectious this can be across creative
spaces. In time, as models are tested, both DeFi and NFTs should eventually
harmonize and become mutually beneficial. Regardless of the manner and order in
which growth happens, both DeFi and NFTs especially (due to lower transaction
values) are going to require scaling solutions to meet demand.
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In this piece, I take a look at what products Armor is launching and how it’ll coexist
with Nexus Mutual.

The Launch Of Armor Protocol
Yan Liberman, CFA, CAIA · Wednesday, January 27th, 2021

Full Disclosure: Delphi Ventures is an investor in Armor Protocol. We’re also invested
in Nexus Mutual, which is discussed in this piece.
Armor Protocol is a DeFi insurance broker and aggregator that is positioning itself to
solve some of the pain points in the space. By removing the need for KYC and offering
a streaming ‘Pay As You Go’ coverage model for users across various protocols, they
look to make the overall process much more seamless .
Armor will operate on top of Nexus, and likely other insurance platforms in the future.
Armor will help address some of the operating barriers Nexus experiences, while also
bringing additional users to the Nexus platform. This will allow Nexus Mutual to focus
on utilizing its capital base to expand the type of cover they can offer, which will
reflexively benefit Armor.
There will be 4 primary products:
arNXM Vault.
arNFT.
aRCore.
arShield.

The arNXM yield vault allows users to deposit their wNXM tokens in the Nexus
Mutual ecosystem and earn yield without requiring KYC. arNXM is the yield bearing
token of the arNXM yield vault (replacement for wNXM). arNXM accrues staking
rewards, increases coverage capacity on Nexus Mutual, and circumvents the
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mandatory staking lockup period.
The vault has seen significant growth since its launch, with the current wNXM total
sitting in the vault at 390,000 tokens. The liquidity mining program for arNXM has
been a major catalyst for this growth.

arNFT’s are tokenized wrappers for Nexus Mutual coverage. Users can stake arNFT’s
in the arNFT staking pool, which is used as the source of cover for the ‘Pay As You Go’
streaming model.

arCore is the flagship product that enables the type of cover streaming described
above. Users can purchase cover based on what’s available, which makes the value
above significant, and they’re charged by the second with no upfront cost or fixed
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duration requirement. It’s simply kept open as long as they need it.
arShield is the final product. It allows users to place LP tokens in arShield Vaults,
which insure the LP tokens in exchange for a small fee that’s also streamed through
arCore.
The goal with all of these products is to simplify and streamline access to insurance
and the use of insured assets.
The Liquidity Mining program is 24 weeks in its entirety, and launches in phases:
Phase 1 kicked off on the 23rd and came with incentives for arNXM and the Armor
token itself.

ETH: arNXM trading pairs have been incentivized on Uniswap, Sushiswap, 1inch and
Balancer, with APY’s typically ranging between 100-200%. Users stake their LP tokens
here, and more info on the various yields can also be found here.
Armor incentives are in place for Armor:ETH, Armor:wBTC, and Armor:DAI on
Uniswap, Sushi, and 1inch. The yields here are considerably higher, ranging between
1000-1500%.
Phase 2 begins on the 29th, with the launch of arCore and mining incentives for
arNFTs. It’s likely that many users are acquiring and staking arNFTs ahead of time
in preparation for the farms, as seen by the sizable growth above.

Phase 3 begins on Feb 5th with the launch of Armored Vaults for LP pairs, which will
be farmable with LP tokens.

The details of the 4th and final phase are still being ironed out, but it will focus on
implementing referral rewards and an airdrop system.

We view Armor as a highly synergistic product in the insurance space, particularly
with Nexus Mutual, because of how varied their strengths are. Nexus Mutual will
always be the underwriter. Their massive capital pool and creative leverage based
cover model insulates them well in this regard. Nexus will also receive the full
payment on all cover streamed from via Armor. Armor will instead take a fee on top in
return for the flexibility it provides. It really wouldn’t make sense for either to
encroach on the other’s forte.
Nexus will likely leverage the accessibility Armor provides by using its capital pool to
offer new and varied types of insurance, while having Armor continue to function as
the improved front end. Armor will maximize this capital pool by capturing a fee from
significantly improving its accessibility. Over time, I think you’ll see new insurance
primitives developed knowing that Armor can address some gaps that might make
their model unfeasible otherwise.
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Yesterday marked a historic day for Dapper Labs as their latest product called NBA
Top Shot which operates on Flow, hit a $7M day of volume and in doing so took the
collectible podium from CryptoKitties.It’s exciting to see Dapper drawing in crowds
once again. Now that they’ve achieved escape velocity they will need to shift focus
to the question of whether or not they can build long-term engagement this time
around.

Dapper Does It Again
Piers Kicks · Tuesday, January 26th, 2021

In an earlier note in October 2020, I touched upon the launch of Flow which is a new,
purpose-built blockchain from the creators of CryptoKitties. At the time I wrote:
“Dapper Labs are obviously well positioned within this space having built the #1 dapp
in the world (by $ traded), the world’s first blockchain battle royale, and a streamlined
wallet. Once an experience takes advantage of their new technology on offer, might
we see another break-out success that ultimately draws in other ecosystem
participants? If they can build upon their early momentum in the partnerships domain,
then they may be able to introduce a sufficient amount of recognized IP to kick-start a
fresh ecosystem with a gravity of its own aided by broader mainstream appeal.”
Well, ladies and gentlemen, it seems beyond doubt that exactly that is happening.
Yesterday marked a historic day for Dapper Labs as their latest product called NBA
Top Shot which operates on Flow, hit a $7M day of volume and in doing so took the
collectible podium from CryptoKitties. In the 24 hours from 24th-25th January across
almost 7,000 buyers completed 52,000 transactions. Rather than individual player
cards like many of us are used to, NBA Top Shot allows users to collect individual
“moments in time” of legendary plays in various matches.
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Yesterday, there were two moments that sold for over $100,000 each (pictured below),
and a further 819 sales in excess of $1,000. LeBron James dominated with over $800K,
occupying almost 13% of the day’s total volume.

Amazingly, NBA Top Shot has already eclipsed CryptoKitties’ all-time secondary
market volume. Just 3 short years ago it was Dapper Labs’ first collectible experience
that stole the limelight, and began to draw attention from beyond crypto.
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Whilst I’m very excited for Dapper and glad they are killing it once again, now that
they’ve achieved escape velocity they will need to shift focus to the question of
whether or not they can build long-term engagement this time around rather than a
flash in the pan breakout success. Other licensed collectibles that are gaining steam
such as Sorare appear to have built more utility around their assets. Soccer teams can
be assembled and partake in a global fantasy football league in order to earn
additional yield.

With the focus on moments rather than individual players, it will be interesting to see
the direction Dapper takes the project in order to try and ensure its longevity.
Headwinds such as the material network congestion experienced during the rise of
CryptoKitties are no longer a problem since they have engineered a solution to it. Is it
different this time? It certainly looks as though the technology in Flow is capable of
supporting a mainstream-facing application. That said, the rise of successful layer 2
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solutions on Ethereum could undermine their core value proposition.
One might ask why can’t I just watch the highlights on YouTube for free? With Top
Shot’s IP deal, verifiable ownership, and scarcity of minted moments, users can own a
piece of the NBA action in the form of a moment aka play. Although the traditional
card market has a respected history, momentum, and sheer size Top Shot
differentiates on a number of aspects. It bridges the fantasy sports realm with
highlight plays for which fans can have an emotional connection. While paper trading
cards satisfied an earlier generation, NFT collectibles could be this generation’s
collectible medium of choice.
With digital trading cards, there is a liquid secondary marketplace with
instant gratification. No need to worry about wear and tear of physical cards,
PSA grading turnaround times, shipping costs, and authenticity. Top Shot has
gamified the collecting and investing experience. Users can acquire moments of
different scarcity tiers and work towards completing sets. Challenge rewards exist
where for example if you hold a certain subset of players’ moments, you get rewarded
an additional one. Notably, Zion’s Rookie Debut was a challenge reward a few months
ago and has a current floor of $12.5k. Each season there is a new series of moments
but note that as Top Shot scales it will need to scale supply issuance to accommodate
users. Hence, Series 1 prices have gone parabolic due to lower mint counts. However,
the influx of users have also enjoyed Series 2 as it’s a more accessible on-ramp
through cheap common packs. Historical sales tracking tools like Intangible are good
to monitor prior to making marketplace moves. Careful diligence is advised especially
for looking at Series 1 moments.
Beyond collectibles, additional utility can be built on top of the platform in the form of
fantasy games like Swyysh. Top Shot are also working on a widergame called
Hardcourt. In the future one could imagine pack drops at NBA games, digital
autographs of moments, use of premium moments as collateral, and more. It’ll be
interesting to see the layers of utility that are added to Top Shot moments, which help
to further differentiate from physical cards and provide new experiences for the
growing digital generation. Granted it’s the early stages and there’s still sizable risk,
but the Top Shot beta is exceeding expectations.
Please be mindful that Series 1 has appreciated a lot already. One of the more
effective ways to get exposure to the collectible ecosystem is via pack purchases.
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Bitcoin experienced its worst one-day % decline since March 12th last year.
Historically, similar sell-offs have proven to be attractive entry points with bitcoin
averaging a ~28% return in the 14 days following a one-day decline of 15% or
more.

Sell-oﬀ By The Numbers
Yan Liberman, CFA, CAIA · Tuesday, January 12th, 2021
Key Takeaways

Bitcoin experienced its worst one-day % decline since March 12th last year.
Historically, similar sell-offs have proven to be attractive entry points with bitcoin
averaging a ~28% return in the 14 days following a one-day decline of 15% or
more since 2013; BTC was positive in ~72% of prior instances over the same
period.
Surprisingly, supply on exchanges declined from 2.418m to 2.344m, with
Coinbase accounting for 80% of those outflows. Typically you see net inflows taking
place when price starts to pick up as users move bitcoin to exchanges to sell.
The percent of supply unmoved for at least 1 year reached a peak in September and
October (~63%) before beginning its descent in the back half of October as bitcoin’s
price started to rally. Although the decline in this metric has been consistent, it
really accelerated as Bitcoin began to show strength in mid December,
declining by over 2.5% since then.
Healthy Pullbacks

Bitcoin experienced its worst one-day % decline since March 12th last year, a day that
still lives in infamy (“Black Thursday”). We noted in an impromptu markets note that
same day how such violent sell-offs often present attractive buying opportunities for
long-term investors. Bitcoin’s latest drop isn’t quite as extensive but it does offer a
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similar opportunity for those with long-term conviction who’ve been quietly hoping for
a substantial pullback.

In fact, bitcoin’s average return in the 14 days following a daily decline of 15%
or more is ~28% since 2013; BTC was positive in ~72% of prior instances over the
same period.

Bitcoin’s price correction also comes on the back of a significant price rally; BTC
surged 120% in the 30 days through January 9th, its fastest pace of price
appreciation since mid-December 2017.
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Similarly, its latest parabolic move pushed bitcoin’s weekly RSI above 95 for the
first time in more than seven years, an event that’s only occurred three times prior
(May 2011, March 2013, November 2013). Bitcoin’s price action following each is
briefly outlined below:
May 2011: Weekly RSI broke 95, BTC fell 31% the following week, then jumped
+300% in the following 3 weeks before putting in a cycle top (June 2011).
March 2013: Weekly RSI broke 95, BTC gained another ~220% in the four weeks
following, then lost half its value over the subsequent three months.
November 2013: Weekly RSI broke 95, BTC gained another ~35% the following
week before putting in a cycle top (Nov 2013).

While the headlines scream bloody murder, we see this as little more than a healthy
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pullback as BTC’s longer-term price trend remains intact. Bitcoin surged 270% in the
three months leading up to its latest all-time high, so some profit taking was all but
inevitable.
As to the degree of the decline, BTC (and the crypto market broadly) tends to be
highly reflexive in both directions, often causing prices to overshoot short-term
expectations; we believe this time is no different. If anything, we expect aboveaverage price declines to be relatively short-lived given increased institutional demand
and the amount of smart money still on the sidelines anxiously awaiting a “buy the
dip” moment. In addition, the fact that bitcoin breached $40,000 is reason to believe a
25-30% drop will serve as a catalyst for more institutional buying, simply because
$40K bitcoin is no longer a theoretical long shot.
In our view, bitcoin’s recent price action presents an opportunity to broaden
its investor base as speculators and “weak hands” shuffle BTC to those with
unshaken long-term conviction. We fully expect more volatile periods like
today as bitcoin marches towards new heights. Every now and again, price will
get overextended, profits will be realized, and the cycle will rinse and repeat.
Despite bitcoin’s volatile start to 2021, it’s still one of the best performing assets yearto-date even after its double digit % decline…
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Who is Selling?

The recent rally really kicked off on December 16th when BTC breached $20k for the
first time, and it continued to make new all-time highs through Jan 8th.
Looking at the shift in some metrics throughout the rally, one trend that will catch
most by surprise is that supply on exchanges has actually declined from 2.418m
to 2.344m, with Coinbase accounting for 80% of those outflows. Typically you see net
inflows taking place when price starts to pick up as users move bitcoin to exchanges
to sell. The net outflow this time around is potentially indicative of the long-term
focused nature of recent investors.

A less bullish trend that we’ve seen has been the decline in % of bitcoin’s supply that
hasn’t moved in at least one year. We typically associate the movement of older
UTXO’s as intention to sell, as it’s a trend that’s been consistent through previous
cycles. The percent of supply unmoved for at least 1 year reached a peak in
September and October when it hovered above 63%, but it began to decline in the
back half of October as Bitcoin price started to rally. Although the decline in this
metric has been consistent, it really accelerated as Bitcoin began to show
strength in mid December, declining by over 2.5% since then.
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By breaking down the individual bands, we were able to see that most of the selling
was distributed across 6m-1Y holders, 1-2 year holders and the 2-3 year
holders. This isn’t a perfect proxy because there can be other reasons for the token
movement, but it mostly addresses sellers.
This doesn’t imply there should be a reason to panic as this type of behavior is typical
of a rally of this magnitude. Looking back at previous cycles, this occurred in the very
early stages of bull markets. This transfer of Bitcoin is a natural trend you expect to
see as some older holders realize gains while new entrants accumulate.
Be on the lookout for our latest Bitcoin Monthly Outlook detailing all this and more –
coming soon!
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THE DIGITAL ASSETS MENTIONED HEREIN INVOLVE SIGNIFICANT RISK INCLUDING THE LOSS OF
ONE’S ENTIRE INVESTMENT AND ARE INTENDED ONLY FOR INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES WHO
CAN TOLERATE SUCH RISK. THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS REPORT ARE THOSE OF DELPHI.
DELPHI’S ASSESSMENT OF THE DIGITAL ASSETS IN QUESTION IS MADE WITHOUT REGARD TO
THE PERSONAL FINANCIAL SITUATION OR NEEDSOF ANY USER OR READER OF THESE REPORTS.
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